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In Scott's house, there 's a big living room.
There                   two bedrooms and two
bathrooms. There               no yard, but there              
a balcony. He has a lot of books, so there             
bookcases in the living room and bedrooms.
There           any chairs in the kitchen, but there              
a big table with chairs in the dining room.
There             no stove in the kitchen, but there             
a small microwave oven. There            two
televisions in Scott's house - there             one
television in the living room, and there            
 one television in the bedroom.

2) Answer these questions with information about your home. Use
the phrases in the box. 

1) Complete the description with 's, are, or aren't.
Then, listen and check.

there's a ...............
there's no .............
there isn't a ............

there are some ...........................
there are no ................................
there aren't any .........................

1) Does your kitchen have a dishwasher?
Yes, there’s a dishwasher in my kitchen.
No, there isn't a dishwasher. / No, there’s no dishwasher.
2) Does your kitchen have a clock?
                                                                  .
3) Do you have a television in your living room?
                                                                   .
4) Do you have bookcases in your living room?
                                                                   .
5) Does the bathroom have a mirror?
                                                                     .
6) Do you have pictures in your bedroom?
                                                                     .
7) Does your bedroom have a closet?
                                                                    .
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There is/There are



Name:

Class:

1) Complete the description with 's, are, or aren't. 
Then, listen and check.

1) Does your kitchen have a dishwasher?
Yes, there’s a dishwasher in my kitchen.
No, there isn't a dishwasher. / No, there’s no dishwasher.
2) Does your kitchen have a clock?
                                                                  .
3) Do you have a television in your living room?
                                                                   .
4) Do you have bookcases in your living room?
                                                                   .
5) Does the bathroom have a mirror?
                                                                     .
6) Do you have pictures in your bedroom?
                                                                     .
7) Does your bedroom have a closet?
                                                                    .

In Scott’s house, there's a big living room. There
are two bedrooms and two bathrooms. There's
no yard, but there's a balcony. He has a lot of
books, so there are bookcases in the living room
and bedrooms. There aren’t any chairs in the
kitchen, but there's a big table with chairs in the
dining room. There isn’t a stove in the kitchen,
but there's a microwave oven. There are two
televisions in Scott’s house - there's one
television in the living room, and there's one
television in the bedroom.

2) Answer these questions with information about your home. Use
the phrases in the box. 
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Answer
Key

Answers will vary.

there's a ...............
there's no .............
there isn't a ............

there are some ...........................
there are no ................................
there aren't any .........................

There is/There are


